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HeartStrings Pattern: A135 - 6028

Filigree Lace Ensembles

Pictured models knitted in Brown Sheep Nature Spun sport weight #N98 Pink Please and #730 Natural.

The lacy look in layering without the
added bulk and warmth of wearing
full garments.

Neck Warmer, coordinating Wrist
Warmers and Hat are knitted in a
simple lace motif that looks more
complicated than it really is.

The pattern stitch has a pretty reverse
side, too, so that the items can be
worn inside out or with edges folded
over to give a variety of looks.

For more styles of hand coverings
that can be coordinated with the
Filigree Lace Hat and Neck Warmer,
see HeartStrings pattern #A35 “Fine
Filigree Fingerlings”.

Filigree Lace Hat
19[20½]” brim circ; 8[8½]” depth
from brim edge to top of crown

Sport weight yarn: 175[210] yards

Size 6 US  (4 mm) knitting needles
or size to give gauge of 7 stitches

per inch over Lace Filigree Pattern
Stitch, 16” circular and set of
double point needles

Wrist Warmers
6½[7¾]” circ at scalloped edge;
6[7]” circ around wrist

Sport weight yarn:
85[100] for shorter 3½” length
version (shown in pink)

100[120] yards for longer 5¼”
length version (shown in natural)

Size 2 US  (2.75 mm) knitting
needles or size to give gauge of 9¼
stitches per inch over Lace Filigree
Pattern Stitch; your choice of double
point or circular needles

Neck Warmer / Collarette
16[17¾]” neck circ; 5¼” length

Sport weight yarn: 110[125] yards

Size 6 US  (4 mm) knitting needles
or size to give gauge of 6¾ stitches
per inch over Lace Filigree Pattern
Stitch, 16” circular

21”to 24” circular  needle one size
larger than used to obtain gauge

Finished Measurements, Yarn and Needles

Sized for adult small-medium, with changes for large in brackets.
Note: Measurements are taken after washing and blocking the finished
item, and with the item unstretched. Length is measured from the
outer edge of the scalloped border.

Neck warmer as worn inside-out with
collar turned down for collarette style

2 styles of coordinating wrist warmers


